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clone blu.Q: Why can a POD class have non-trivial destructor? I'm curious if anyone can explain how
destructors work for POD classes. What would the destructor for a base class look like, which is not
defined as POD? My understanding is that a POD destructor is trivial. A base class destructor can
call its base class destructors, but can't instantiate anything. A: It's not the destructor that makes
something POD, it's the built-in copy constructor and assignment operator. If you make those in a
non-trivial way, you fail that part of the standard, and your class is no longer POD. A: POD stands for
Plain Old Data. It means that the class is a regular class, and all it's data members are either POD or
not POD. There are a few gotchas, such as a class that contains a class that contains non-POD data
(if you have a WTF problem like that, you need to fix it, because the class isn't POD). A destructor
that is not trivial is not necessarily a problem, but in the case of the base class the destructor is not
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